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ABSTRACT 
  

Energy transfer in multichormophoric molecules can be affected by coherences that are 
induced by the electronic and vibrational couplings between chromophore units. 
Coherent electron-vibrational dynamics can persist at the sub-picosecond timescale 
even at room temperature. Furthermore, wave-like localized-delocalized motions of the 
electronic wave function can be modulated by vibrations that actively participate in the 
inter-molecular energy transfer process. Herein, non-adiabatic excited state molecular 
dynamics simulations have been performed on a rigid synthetic heterodimer that has 
been proposed as a simplified model for investigating the role and mechanism of 
coherent energy transfer in multichromophoric systems. Both Surface Hopping (SH) 
and Ehrenfest approaches (EHR) have been considered. After photoexcitation of the 
system at room temperature, EHR simulations reveal an ultrafast beating of electronic 
populations between the two lowest electronic states. These oscillations are not 
observed at low temperature and have vibrational origins. Furthermore, they cannot be 
reproduced using SH approach. This periodic behaviour of electronic populations 
induces oscillations in the spatial localization of the electronic transition density 
between monomers. Vibrations whose frequencies are near-resonant with energy 
difference between the two lowest electronic excited states are in the range of the 
electronic population beating, and are the ones that contribute the most to the coherent 
dynamics of these electronic transitions.   
 
 

 

  



 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Efficient solar light harvesting underpins many clean renewable energy 

technologies. However, achieved state of the art is still subpar to natural photosynthetic 
examples. Multiple studies (for example, Refs. 1–7) suggested that oscillatory quantum 
dynamics may play a role in the energy funnelling of light harvesting antennas present 
in living organisms. It has been hypothesized that quantum coherence can contribute to 
intermolecular energy transfer efficiency by minimizing its dissipation to the 
environment.4,6,8–10 This scenario was also proposed for large multichromophoric 
molecules at room temperature.1,11–14 Therefore, it becomes necessary to clarify if long-
lived coherent dynamics may represent an additional feature to take into account for the 
design of artificial light harvesting devices mimicking natural systems. To this end, 
neither the numerous experimental studies3,15,16 nor the theoretical models17–27 were 
able to achieve a complete description of the atomistic origins of the observed quantum 
beatings. 

Persistent quantum coherence, discovered in natural4 and artificial8,28–31  
multichromophoric light harvesting systems was originally attributed to solely 
electronic degrees of freedom, and later has been associated to the complex interactions 
between vibrational and electronic (vibronic) degrees of freedom during coherent 
exciton-vibrational dynamics.32,33 A common scenario for energy transfer in 
multichromophores involves nonadiabatic (i.e. beyond Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation) evolution of electronic populations involving multiple electronic 
states.8,33 Nowadays, strong evidences support the idea that coherent exciton-
vibrational dynamics, that emerge from non-adiabatic transitions between excited 
states, can persists over long (frequently picosecond) timescales at room temperature.4–7 
Non-adiabatic transitions between excited states funnel the energy transfer through 
specific classical vibrational motions that modulate the wave-like localized–delocalized 
motion of the electronic wave function.34 That is, the non-equilibrium dynamics of such 
selected vibrations can be manifested itself in ultrafast beating of excitonic populations. 
25,26,35–40 

The photoexcitation and subsequent electronic and vibrational energy 
redistribution and relaxation in multichromophoric molecular systems involve 
processes like internal conversion, and transient exciton localization/delocalization, and 
couplings among the multiple electronic and vibrational excited states that actively 
participate in the process. In order to achieve an atomistic description of such 
processes, molecular dynamics simulations involving several coupled electronic excited 
states and vibrational degrees of freedom are required.  

Ab initio Quantum Direct Dynamics41,42 (QDD) simulations of light harvesting 
apparatus in living organisms are still too expensive computationally to study detailed 
photoinduced dynamics in multichormophoric molecular systems involving a large 
number of coupled electronic excited states.43–46 Hybrid quantum/classical methods are 
presently less computationally expensive alternatives to deal with non-adiabatic excited 
states molecular dynamics simulations.41,47 Within this context, Surface Hopping48–51 
(SH) and Ehrenfest approaches are among the less computationally expensive and 
therefore extensively used to study a wide variety of organic molecules.52–59 The Multi-
Configurational Ehrenfest approach44 (MCE) is a generalization of EHR in which 
several independent Ehrenfest trajectories are used to guide as a basis set to represent 
the full quantum wave function of electrons and nuclei. In the existing 



implementations, quantum coupling between the trajectory guided basis functions is 
calculated afterwards as a postprocessing, allowing a highly parallelizable 
implementation. Several sampling techniques60 have been developed to cover relevant 
regions of the configuration space, making the MCE flexible to study a wide range of 
molecular systems. In particular, the Ab Initio Multiple Cloning61,62 (AIMC) extension 
plays the role of recovering the right physical meaning of the Ehrenfest mean field 
allowing the nuclear wave function to bifurcate in configuration space, increasing the 
basis size whenever it is needed. Furthermore, the Time Dependent Diabatic Basis63 
(TDDB) implementation allows excited states to swap at trivial unavoided crossings64. 
Our recent AIMC implementation in the TDDB combines the MCE algorithms with the 
on-the-fly calculation of excited states energies, gradients and non-adiabatic couplings 
within the Non-Adiabatic Excited state Molecular Dynamics (NEXMD) package.65–69 

In the present work, NEXMD simulations47 have been performed on a rigid 
synthetic heterodimer that has been proposed as a simplified model for investigating the 
role and mechanism of coherent energy transfer in multichromophoric systems.19,29 The 
presence of long-lived coherences has been evidenced as quantum beating signals in 
two-dimensional (2D) electronic spectroscopy.29 These oscillations were modelled 
computationally19 by combining adiabatic molecular dynamics simulations with 
electronic structure calculations, this study focused on the identification of the inverse 
relationship between decoherence times and the magnitude of the energy gap 
fluctuation. Nevertheless, the role of nonadiabatic couplings on excited-state gradients 
guiding the excess of energy flux through specific vibrational modes and assisting 
quantum coherence, has yet to be explored.  

Here, in order to analyse the origin of these quantum beatings, simulations using 
AIMC-MCE, EHR and SH approaches have been performed. It is often believed that 
for modelling of nonadiabatic dynamics EHR method usually works worse than SH. In 
this paper we are making Ehrenfest approach great again. We show that for this 
particular system that EHR result is almost indistinguishable from that of more 
rigorous, but at the same time complicated, AIMC-MCE approach. After 
photoexcitation of the system at room temperature, EHR simulations reveal an ultrafast 
beating of S1 and S2 electronic populations. We found that these oscillations are 
induced by specific active vibrational normal modes coupled to electronic system in the 
direction of the nonadiabatic energy transfer between excited states. However, SH 
dynamics is qualitatively different from that of EHR and fully quantum AIMC-MCE in 
the sense that SH cannot reproduce the beatings.    

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we present our working equations 
and numerical details regarding the preparation of the initial conditions. We discuss 
results in section 3 and finally in section 4 we make our concluding remarks. 

 
 

II. METHODS  

A. Ehrenfest (EHR) and Surface hopping (SH) simulations within the NEXMD 

framework 

 
 Within EHR and SH48–51 approaches, the electronic degrees of freedom are 

propagated quantum mechanically, while the motions of the nuclei are treated 
classically. In EHR simulations nuclei evolve on a mean field potential energy surface 
(PES) having a weighted contribution from all electronic excited states, and the force 𝑭 
driving them is given by: 



𝑭 = − ∑|𝑎𝐼|𝐼
2 ∇𝑹𝐸𝐼 + ∑(𝑎𝐼)𝐼,𝐽

∗ 𝑎𝐽𝒅𝐼𝐽(𝐸𝐼 − 𝐸𝐽), (1) 

 
where the electronic wave function |𝜓⟩ is expanded on the basis of adiabatic electronic 
states |𝜓⟩ = ∑ 𝑎𝐼𝐼 |𝜙𝐼⟩, 𝐸𝐼 is the Ith PES, ∇𝑹 is the gradient respect to the nuclear 
coordinates 𝑹, and 𝒅𝐼𝐽 are the nonadiabatic derivative coupling vectors (NACRIJ) 
between adiabatic electronic state I and J: 𝒅𝐼𝐽 = ⟨𝜙𝐼|∇𝑹|𝜙𝐽⟩,   (2) 

In SH nuclei evolve on a PES that is defined by a single electronic state at a given 
time and transitions (hops) from one electronic state to another are dictated by the 
evolution in time of the coefficients of the electronic wave function. For all methods in 
this work, these are propagated as: �̇�𝐼 = − 𝑖ℏ 𝐸𝐼 𝑎𝐼 − ∑ �̇� ⋅ 𝒅𝐼𝐽𝑎𝐽𝐽 , (3) 

with �̇� ⋅ 𝒅𝐼𝐽 being the non-adiabatic coupling terms (NACTIJ) and �̇� the nuclei velocity 
vector. 

Both EHR and SH have been implemented within the NEXMD47,70 framework 
that has been specifically developed to model photoinduced dynamics in large 
conjugated molecules involving multiple coupled electronically excited states. It 
combines either EHR or SH methods with ‘‘on the fly’’ analytical calculations of 
excited-state energies,69,71,72 gradients,73,74 and non-adiabatic coupling terms.47,75–77 The 
Collective Electronic Oscillator (CEO) approach66–68 is used at the configuration 
interaction singles (CIS) level with the semiempirical AM1 Hamiltonian.78 

 The NEXMD framework, either in its EHR and SH implementation (i.e. EHR-
NEXMD and SH-NEXMD), has been proved to be accurate enough to achieve a 
qualitative description of the photoinduced intramolecular energy in a large variety of 
multichromophoric molecular systems.33,62,63,79,80 More details about the NEXMD 
approach, implementation, advantages and testing parameters can be found 
elsewhere.47,70,81 

NEXMD simulations allow us to analyse spatial exciton localization by 

calculating transition density matrices (TDM)82,83 (𝜌𝐼(𝑛))𝑖,𝑗 = ⟨𝜙𝐼(𝑛)|𝑐𝑖†𝑐𝑗|𝜙𝑔(𝑛)⟩.  𝑐𝑖† and 𝑐𝑗 are the electron creation and annihilation operators applied over atomic orbitals (AO) 𝑖 and 𝑗, and |𝜙𝑔(𝑛)⟩ represents the ground state wave function. In multichromophoric 

molecular system, the spatial exciton localization can be evaluated as the fraction of 
electronic transition density localized on each chormophore unit by summing up (𝜌𝐼(𝑛))𝑖,𝑗  over all AO corresponding to atoms localized in each unit. More details about 

TDM analysis, either using EHR, SH, and MCE approaches can be found 
elsewhere.61,62,84 

 
B. Multiconfigurational Ehrenfest (MCE) and Ab Initio Multiple Cloning (AIMC) 

methods  

 

 MCE is a natural generalization of EHR dynamics in which we describe our 
molecule by means of a wave function |𝛹(𝑡)⟩ which is given by a linear combination 
of configurations |𝜓𝑛⟩. Each configuration consists of a nuclear part |𝜒𝑛⟩ and an 
electronic part. The nuclear part is given by coherent states,60,85 which in the coordinate 



representation are Gaussian functions centred in EHR trajectories with coordinates 𝑹𝑛 
and momenta 𝑷𝑛. The electronic part is given by a linear combination of adiabatic 

excited states |𝜙𝐼(𝑛)⟩: 
 |𝛹(𝑡)⟩ = ∑ 𝑐𝑛𝑛 |𝜓𝑛⟩ = ∑ 𝑐𝑛|𝜒𝑛⟩ ∑ 𝑎𝐼(𝑛) |𝜙𝐼(𝑛)⟩.𝐼𝑛   (4) 

Here, the superindex n denotes the nth configuration. In principle the wave 
function (4) can be converged to the exact result, but in practice it is a difficult task 
especially for a Direct Dynamics method.  

The main computational strength of this method is that EHR trajectories can be 
simulated in parallel, and the configuration amplitudes 𝑐𝑛 can be calculated 
afterwards.44 More details about MCE and its implementation within the NEXMD 
framework can be seen elsewhere.44,63 

Since the MCE makes use of the EHR trajectory-guided basis functions, different 
sampling techniques have been proposed to ensure that EHR trajectories span through 
all relevant regions of configuration space.60 Ab Initio Multiple Cloning (AIMC)61,86 
method has been developed to overcome situations in which the excess energy flow can 
follow different relaxation pathways. In these cases, the original nuclear wave packet 
splits into multiple parts, each dominated by a single electronic state. The average 
Ehrenfest PES could not represent its individual contributions to the overall relaxation 
process. AIMC quantifies these cases and replaces the original configuration, 
corresponding to the original EHR trajectory, by two new configurations. At the 
cloning event, each new configuration will have the same nuclear wave function but 
different electronic populations and, therefore, their own distinct mean fields. After 
that, each new trajectory follows its own mean field PES and separates from the other. 
More details and technical implementations of the AIMC method can be found 
elsewhere.61,86–88 

 
C. Pure dephasing and decoherence time 

 

 The correlation between the excited states 𝐼 and 𝐽 and the normal modes 
coupled to the electronic subsystem is usually quantified by the autocorrelation 
function within the linear response theory:89 

 𝐶𝐼𝐽(𝑡) = 〈𝛿𝐸𝐼𝐽(𝑡)𝛿𝐸𝐼𝐽(0)〉, (5) 
 

where 𝛿𝐸𝐼𝐽(𝑡) is the energy gap between states 𝐼 and 𝐽 and the angular brackets mean 
average over all the trajectories. The pure dephasing 𝐷𝐼𝐽(𝑡) is defined by the second 
order cumulant approximation:89 

 𝐷𝐼𝐽(𝑡) = exp (− 1ℏ2 ∫ 𝑑𝑡′ ∫ 𝑑𝑡′′𝐶𝐼𝐽(𝑡′′)𝑡′
0

𝑡
0 ) , (6) 

  
 Decoherence time 𝜏𝐼𝐽 between electronic states I and J is obtained by fitting 

the pure dephasing 𝐷𝐼𝐽(𝑡) to a Gaussian function: 
 



𝐷𝐼𝐽(𝑡) ≈ exp (− ( 𝑡𝜏𝐼𝐽)2) , (7) 

 

D. Computational details 

 

EHR-NEXMD and SH-NEXMD simulations were performed on a 
halofluorescein dimer (dimer AB, shown in Figure 1(a)) previously studied 
experimentally using 2D spectroscopy.29

 Both room (300 K) and low (10 K) 
temperatures were considered. In order to validate the use of EHR method, limited 
AIMC-MCE-NEXMD simulations were also run for 300 K.  

The initial conditions were obtained from an equilibrated ground state molecular 
dynamics simulation up to 1 ns using Langevin equations with a friction coefficient 
γ=2.0 ps-1. The time step for these initial simulations was 0.5 fs. The initial excited 
states were populated according to a Frank-Condon window given by 𝑔𝐼(𝒓, 𝑹) =𝑓𝐼 exp[−𝑇2(𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 − 𝐸𝐼)2] where 𝑓𝐼  and 𝐸𝐼  are the oscillator strength and energy of 
excited state 𝐼, and  𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟  is the energy of a Gaussian laser pulse 𝑓(𝑡) = exp(−𝑡2/2𝑇2), centred at 450 nm that corresponds to the maximum of the absorption for the S2 
state, with 𝑇2 = 42.5 𝑓𝑠 corresponding to a FWHM (Full Width at Half Maximum) of 
100 fs.   

 Initial amplitudes 𝑎𝐼(𝑛) for the electronic part of the wave function were set as 
real values proportional to the square root of 𝑔𝐼(𝒓, 𝑹). Nevertheless, tests considering 
initial random phases have been performed leading to almost indistinguishable average 
results. The initial value for the current state for SH simulations was chosen randomly 

according to the initial electronic state populations |𝑎𝐼(𝑛)|2
. 

AIMC-MCE simulations were run for 100 initial configurations at 300 K using 
the same cloning criteria and thresholds as in our previous works.61,62 We have found 
that the results given by AIMC-MCE and EHR-MCE calculation are very close for this 
system. This can be explained by the similarity of the S1 and S2 potential energy 
shapes. As a result, only 13 cloning events happened during these simulations, 
compared to 383 cloning events per 100 initial conditions in Ref.61. Thus, the 
bifurcations of the wave function accounted by cloning have minimal effects on the 
photoinduced energy relaxation of the AB dimer and, in what follows, we restrict our 
study to results obtained from the direct analysis of the EHR simulations. 

 Three hundred (300) of EHR-NEXMD and SH-NEXMD simulations were run 
starting from the same set of initial coordinates and velocities. Simulations were 
performed at constant energy. Six (6) electronic excited states and their corresponding 
nonadiabatic couplings were included. The time step for EHR and AIMC-MCE 
simulations was set to 0.05 and 0.1 fs for SH simulations. For AIMC-MCE simulations, 
Gaussian widths for the nuclear part of the wave function |𝜒𝑛⟩ were taken from the 
average tested parameters given by Thomson et al.90 The Min-Cost algorithm has been 
used to identify and track trivial unavoided crossings, as it has been described 
elsewhere.64 The instantaneous decoherence approach, where the electronic wave 
function is collapsed following attempted hop (either successful or forbidden), was 
introduced to account for electronic decoherence during SH simulations.91 

 
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  



The photoinduced dynamics of the experimentally studied19,29 halofluorescein AB 
heterodimer (Figure 1(a)) at high (300 K) and low (10 K) temperatures has been 
simulated using SH, EHR and AIMC-MCE approaches (see Methods A and B). The 
calculated linear absorption spectra are displayed in Figure 1, where the individual 
contributions of each state are also shown. These spectra were built as histograms of 
the excited state energies and oscillator strengths obtained from the set of 
configurations collected during the equilibrated ground state molecular dynamics 
simulations at specific temperature. The peak centred near 450 nm at 10 K has 
dominant contributions from S1 and S2 states; it becomes thermally broadened at room 
temperature due to conformational fluctuations and mixing of excited states. This peak 
corresponds to the maximum of the previously measured experimental spectra at 524 
nm.29  

 

     

Figure 1. Linear absorption spectra of the AB heterodimer at a) 10 K and b) 300 
K. Insets in (b) show spatial distribution of electronic transition densities of S1 and S2 
calculated at the ground-state energy minimum. 

 

The insets in Figure 1(b) show the spatial localization of the electronic transition 
density for the S1 and S2 states at the minimum of the ground state potential energy 
surface. One can see equivalent contributions from both monomers due to the coupling 
between their corresponding excited states. These transition densities identify the 
lowest excited states as Davydov’s pair of Frenkel excitons being symmetric (S2) and 
antisymmetric (S1) combinations of the wave functions of the corresponding 
monomeric counterparts.  

By using these obtained molecular conformations as initial conditions and laser 
excitation centred at maximum absorption of S2 state (see Methods D), we further 
perform non-adiabatic dynamics simulations using different methods. Figure 2 shows 
the calculated time-evolution of populations for S1 and S2 states at 10 K (a) and 300 K 
(b).       

 



 

Figure 2. Average populations of S1 and S2 electronic states as a function of time 
at a) 10 K and b) 300 K obtained using EHR-NEXMD simulations. 

 
While both simulations shown in Figure 2 start from different temperature-

defined molecular conformation ensembles, they have similar initial conditions of S2 

predominately photoexcited at about 70%. Moreover, after the initial photoexcitation, 
an ultrafast exchange between both states takes place during the first 5 fs of dynamics. 
However, the dynamics of populations are distinctly different for 10K and 300K. At 
300 K in Figure 2(b), we find persistent quantum beating between both populations 
lasting up to 100 fs with gradual subsequent dephasing. Notably, this is consistent 
with the oscillating behaviour persisting up to 100 fs previously experimentally 
observed by 2D electronic spectroscopy at room temparature.29 

In contrast, the EHR simulations at 10 K (Figure 2(a)) does not show any 
substantial quantum beating that are subdued after the first 40 fs, indirectly suggesting 
an involvement of thermally induced vibrations in these oscillations. We further stress 
here that the only difference in simulations at 300 K and 10 K is solely in their initial 
molecular conformations sampled at different temperatures. Ultrafast non-adiabatic 
dynamics modelling presented was performed at constant energy (see section Methods 

D) to avoid any artefacts introduced by a classical Langevin-like thermostat. 
Furthermore, even in the presence of Langevin thermostat in these simulations, the 
results do not change substantially. This puzzling difference warrants further 
investigation and clarification. 

The underlying mechanisms responsible for the quantum beatings can be 
analysed by evaluating the decoherence time 𝜏12 obtained by fitting the pure dephasing 
function 𝐷12(𝑡) (see Methods C). We obtained values of  𝜏12 = 12 fs and 6 fs for EHR 
simulations at 10 K and 300 K respectively (see Figure S1). As expected, electronic 
coherence timescale directly linked to the energy gap 𝛿𝐸12(𝑡), is larger at 10 K 
compared to that at 300 K. Nevertheless, this value is significantly smaller compared to 
the experimentally measured value of 90 fs,29 obtained by 2D electronic spectroscopy 
at room temperature. Here we attribute this timescale to a convolution of two distinct 
aspects in our NEXMD simulations that have not been previously considered: the effect 
of excited state gradients during the non-equilibrium dynamics after photoexcitation, 
and the role of non-adiabatic couplings between states. Accounting for both phenomena 



allowed us to reproduce the quantum beatings persisting up to 100 fs, in agreement 
with 2D spectroscopy results.29 In order to further understand the origin of this periodic 
oscillatory behaviour of electronic populations, Figure 3(a) displays the evolution in 
time of the average energy gap between S1 and S2 states, 𝛿𝐸12(𝑡), during EHR-
NEXMD simulations. We can observe that this energy gap oscillates at the same 
frequency as the electronic populations. According to the Hellmann−Feynman theorem, 
the nonadiabatic coupling scales as 1/ 𝛿𝐸12(𝑡). Therefore, oscillations of 𝛿𝐸12(𝑡) 

induce the respective oscillations in the NACT12 (see Figure 3 (b)) that is ultimately 
responsible of the energy transfer between S1 and S2 states. That is, the persistence of 
periodic oscillations of the exciton-vibrational couplings modulates the electronic 
quantum beating. Moreover, either at low and room temperature, the photoexcitation 
places the molecular system in regions of the phase space where the S1 and S2 
electronic states are strongly coupled, leading to the initial ultrafast population 
exchange observed in Figure 2. After that, the system seems to cross regions of strong 
coupling in a periodic way during the time of our simulations. This behaviour is more 
pronounced at room temperature than at low temperature, where oscillations are 
damped after the initial 40 fs.   

Figure 3(a) shows that 𝛿𝐸12(𝑡) decorrelates faster at 300 K than at 10 K. This is 
in agreement with the corresponding previously reported values of decoherence time 𝜏12. Nevertheless, the more dumped 𝛿𝐸12(𝑡) oscillations at 300 K are not translated to 
smaller values of NACT12. Actually, the average NACT12 values, shown in Figure 

3(b), present noticeably larger oscillations at 300 K than at 10 K. That is, either at high 
and low temperature, the molecular system crosses regions of strong nonadiabatic 
coupling in a periodic manner, reaching higher values at 300 K than 10 K. 

Non-adiabatic derivative coupling vector 𝒅12 (see Methods A) represents the 
direction of the main driving force that nuclei experience while passing regions of 
phase space with large couplings between states. Figure 4(a) shows that it corresponds 
to delocalized nuclei motions, which are equally distributed between both monomers. 
The similarity of 𝒅12 among different EHR-NEXMD trajectories has been evaluated 
performing Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of matrices A(t), whose columns are 
the normalized 𝒅12(t) obtained from each EHR-NEXMD trajectory.92 The overlap 
between the first SVD vector (SVD1) and original 𝒅12 vectors can be considered as a 
measurement of the similarity of the direction of 𝒅12 among all the EHR-NEXMD 
trajectories.  Figure 4(b) shows the evolution in time of the overlap SVD1𝒅12 during 
EHR-NEXMD trajectories at room temperature. A high density of values of 
SVD1𝒅121 indicates that all trajectories experience equivalent vibronic couplings, 
that means equivalent main driving force experienced by nuclei in regions of strong 
coupling between states. Therefore, Figure 4(b) shows that, each time the molecular 
system reaches the region of strong nonadiabatic coupling, the EHR-NEXMD 
trajectories are resynchronized by a common unique driving force in the direction of 
SVD1. Since NACT12 values are larger at 300 K than 10 K, this effect allows a more 
effective resynchronization of EHR-NEXMD trajectories at higher temperature, that is 
translated to the more efficient and cohesive electronic population transfer shown in 
Figure 2.  

 
 



  
Figure 3. Evolution in time of the a) average energy gap between S1 and S2 states 

and the b) average NACT12 for EHR-NEXMD simulations.  
 
 



 
 
Figure 4. (a) A typical direction of non-adiabatic coupling vector, 𝒅12, at 20 fs 

time, when the molecular systems reaches a region of large couplings between S1 and 
S2 states; (b) density plot of the time evolution of the overlap between the 
representative SVD1 vector and 𝒅12 during EHR-NEXMD trajectories. The bar on the 
left shows the intensity scale. The color bar corresponds to the number of trajectories at 
each time. 
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As it has been pointed out by numerous previous works using model 
Hamiltonians,25,26,35–40 coherent exciton-vibrational dynamics, that emerges from non-
adiabatic transitions between excited states, can persists over long timescales at room 
temperature.4–7 Non-adiabatic transitions between excited states funnel the energy 
through specific vibrational motions. Consequently, the non-equilibrium dynamics of 
such selected vibrations modulates the beating of excitonic populations even at ambient 
conditions. The projection of NACR12 vectors on the basis of equilibrium normal 
modes (see Figure S2) indicates that the main contributions to the vibronic couplings 
come through high-frequency vibrations with frequencies within the range of 1620-
1890 cm-1 (i.e., with corresponding classical periods of 20.6-17.6 fs), that directly 
relates to oscillation periods in Figures 2 and 3. These modes dominate large amplitude 
motions compared to other modes (see Figure S3). That is, the photoinduced dynamics 
activates a bundle of vibrations within the frequency range that corresponds to the 
quantum beating. This set of modes modulates the electronic degrees of freedom up to 
100 fs, in a good agreement with the long-lived coherence observed experimentally.29 
That is, a transient synchronization of this bundle of specific high-frequency normal 
modes controls the periodic energy exchange between monomers.35 Their larger 
amplitudes at 300 K than that at 10 K (see Figure S3) allow the molecular system to 
reach regions of the configurational space with larger couplings between S1 and S2 
states facilitating non-adiabatic transitions. The rest of the modes remains with an 
average vibrational energy close to its initial equilibrium value kT = 0.026 eV due to 
the thermostat effect present in the ground state sampling. 

For comparison, the time-evolution of electronic populations was also analysed 
with SH-NEXMD simulations either at low and room temperature (see Figure 5). In all 
cases, the initial ultrafast population exchange observed with EHR-NEXMD 
simulations is reproduced. Nevertheless, the quantum beating is lacking in SH-
NEXMD simulations. The main reason of this can be found in the existence of 
forbidden or frustrated hops50 that hinder upward S1→S2 transitions mostly at 20 fs 
after photoexcitation. Frustrated hops take place each time the requirement of 
conservation of energy during S1→S2 hops cannot be achieved since the velocity 
reduction required to compensate the potential energy difference between S1 and S2 
states is greater than the component of the velocity to be adjusted. In other words, a hop 
is frustrated if the system does not have enough energy to make the hop. These 
frustrated hops make non-adiabatic transition an essentially singular event and prevent 
the quantum beating observed in EHR-NEXMD simulations (see Figure S2). 

   
 



 

Figure 5. Average populations of S1 and S2 electronic states as a function of time 
obtained using SH method at (a) 10 K and (b) 300 K. 

 

Observed quantum beatings can be also viewed through the spatial transient 
exciton localization/delocalization using the electronic transition density matrices 
(TDM).69 Figure 6 displays two-dimensional plots of the TDM at different times 
throughout a typical EHR-NEXMD simulation. Firstly, the absence of significant 
amplitudes in the off-diagonal quadrants, indicating the absence of charge-transfer 
character between A and B monomers (i.e., positioning of the electron and the hole on 
different units), validates a picture that a given heterodimer can be well described by 
the Frenkel exciton model. Initially at t = 0 fs, the wave function is mainly localized on 
one monomer (in this example monomer A). The comparison of this initial spatial 
distribution contrasts with the delocalization between both monomers shown in Figure 

1 (b, insets) calculated at the ground-state energy minimum. Therefore, thermal 
fluctuations at room temperature localize the S1 and S2 states to a single monomer. 
Indeed, the strength of thermal fluctuations (fwhm of the excitation energy distribution 
 0.17 eV) does exceed the coupling (see Figure 3(b)). Immediately after 
photoexcitation, the AB dimer samples a phase space region of strong coupling 
between S1 and S2 states. This leads to mixing of these states and a transient 
delocalization of the TDM between both monomers at 2.2 fs after photoexcitation. 
After the first S2→S1 energy transfer, the TDM becomes transiently localized on the 
monomer B. After 17 fs of dynamics, the molecular system experiences a new cross 
through a strong coupling region (see Figure 3(b)) and, therefore, the TDM becomes 
delocalized again. After that, the molecular system passes through the periodic cycles 
of transient localization and delocalization that are reflected in the quantum beating of 
the electronic populations shown in Figure 2(b).   



 
 

Figure 6. Two-dimensional plots of TDMs for a typical EHR-NEXMD trajectory 
at 300 K expressed on the basis of atomic orbitals at different times. The x and y axes 
denote spatial positioning of an electron and a hole in the respective orbitals for atoms 
ordered along the molecular backbone. The colour coding is shown on the side. Block 
diagonal quadrants correspond to localized excitation on the monomer A (lower 
quadrant) or the monomer B (upper quadrant) units, while off-diagonal blocks 
correspond to charge-transfer contributions.  

 

Finally, Figure 7 shows the time-dependence of the average fraction of electronic 
transition density localized on each monomer. The average initial transition density 
localization indicates that it is equally distributed between both monomers (see Figure 

7(a)). This result should not be misinterpreted as a complete exciton delocalization 
between both monomers. In order to clarify this issue, the average values of fraction of 
transition density on each monomer have been analysed separately for trajectories 
starting mainly localized on each monomer. The results are shown in Figures 7(b) and 
(c). We can observe that the periodic oscillatory behaviour of electronic populations 
(Figure 2(b)) induces oscillations in the spatial localization of the electronic transition 
density between monomers. Thus, the electronic wave function experiences a wave-like 
spatial localized-delocalized motion during the coherent quantum beating.  



 

Figure 7. Time-dependence of the fraction of electronic transition density 
localized on each monomer averaged at 300 K over a) all the trajectories, b) those 
trajectories whose initial transition density is mainly localized on monomer B, c) those 
trajectories whose initial transition density is mainly localized on monomer A. 

 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

The photoexcitation and subsequent electronic and vibrational energy fluxes of a 
rigid model heterodimer have been analysed using EHR, SH and AIMC-MCE methods. 
We specifically focused on the identification of the mechanisms responsible of the 
coherent quantum beating of the S1 and S2 electronic populations previously reported 
experimentally reflecting periodic energy transfer between monomers.  

After photoexcitation, the EHR simulations at room temperature reveal an 
ultrafast beating of S1 and S2 electronic populations. These oscillations are vibrationally 
assisted and are not observed at low temperature. Furthermore, they cannot be 
reproduced by SH method due to multiple forbidden hops.  

The observed quantum beating can, in principle, have dual origin. On one hand, 
the electronic dephasing can be directly related to changes in the energy gaps between 
states. Our results indicate that this contribution leads to very fast electronic 
decoherence times that cannot explain the quantum beating. On the other hand, vibronic 
dynamics can facilitate excited-state coherences. Vibrations at room temperature lead 
the molecular system to the regions of the configurational space with strong 
nonadiabatic coupling in a periodic fashion. In turn, this results in the oscillatory 
population exchanges observed as quantum beating. This is not observed at low 
temperature, despite the larger electronic and vibrational coherence. At low 



temperature, nonadiabatic couplings do not feature this periodic behaviour and, 
therefore, periodic population transfer between states quickly vanishes. 

 Observed persistent non-adiabatic transitions between excited states funnel the 
energy transfer through specific vibrational motions that modulate the quantum beating 
between the electronic excited states. Moreover, vibrations whose frequencies are in the 
range of the electronic population beating are the ones that contribute the most to the 
direction of the S1→S2 electronic transitions. That is, the excess of electronic energy 
flows to vibrations in the presence of strong electron–phonon coupling, creating 
specific vibrational excitations that ultimately modulate the electronic quantum beating.  
Consequently, the electronic wave function experiences a wave-like spatial localized-
delocalized motion between monomers during the coherent quantum beating. 

Overall, our results show that coherent excitonic dynamics is enhanced by the 
excitation of selected vibrational modes in the direction of the nonadiabatic derivative 
coupling vector. The efficiency of exciton-vibrational couplings to funnel the energy 
flux, particularly enhanced at the room temperature, can be associated to its 
effectiveness to synchronize specific normal mode displacements with oscillations of 
the excitonic energy splitting. This underpins contributions of vibrational coherences to 
the long-lived excitonic quantum-beating signals observed in 2D electronic spectra. 

Thus, in summary there are two main conclusions of this paper:  
1) Ehrenfest method can yield correct dynamics in a situation when Surface 

Hopping fails to reproduce the experimentally observed coherent oscillations between 
electronic states.   

2) These oscillations of electronic populations are induced by vibrational motion 
and it is essential to take important vibrational modes into account.  
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